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got2b @GLOW: “Festival Hub” – Best Stand S 
By STAGG & FRIENDS GMBH, Dusseldorf 
 

Background & Task  
The cosmetic brand got2b is the self-described global trendsetter for unique hairstyles. A 
collection of product lines that symbolize the lifestyle and characteristics of a target group 
with personality, individuality and attitude. All external communications and brandings are 
wild, colorful and extraordinary. The slogan: “Live it, do whatever you like and show who you 
are!” is present in every product, hairstyle and communication tool. With Dagi Bee one of the 
German top influencers, with around 5.7 million followers, got2b co-created a new product 
line “bee”. Consisting of two hairstyling products, texturizing salt spray and extra fresh dry 
shampoo, the new line stands for every moment freshness, sexiness as well as a relaxed and 
fun lifestyle. A perfect combination of the funky brand and the jet-set influencer.  
 
The co-creation line was planned to be launched at Europe’s largest beauty convention the 
GLOW by dm in Stuttgart in March 2019. As a hotspot for influencers, the press as well as for 
around 20.000 beauty fans, the GLOW is a live-communication scenery, in which around 100 
brands compete for attention and popularity. With numerous meet & greet opportunities, 
shows, testing-stations as well as selfie-spots, the GLOW is not only a simple exhibition but is 
more a festival and brand experience for beauty fans. It is a platform, where the story of each 
brand can be told and lived. At the GLOW, it is very important for a brand to present 
themselves in a unique and extraordinary way, to stand out from the masses.  
 
The onsite target group are young individuals (14 – 24 years), who have an overload of 
experiences and advertisement in their daily life, through their high connectivity on social 
media. The self-presentation through pictures as well as videos gets more and more important 
for the young audience. So called “instagrammable moments” are keen and indispensable. 
During events, it is therefore both equally important, the uniqueness of the brand experience 
itself as well as the sharability and thus the attention that results from sharing the experience. 
This target group is very hard to convince but also a great opportunity for brands to extend 
their reach throughout the offline setting of the event to the online world of social media.   
 
The task was not only to design a surrounding for a perfect market introduction but to create 
a unique brand-experience, which impresses and attracts the target audience onsite as well 
as on social media. got2b therefore asked us to create a concept that symbolizes the brand, 
highlights the new product line as well as that reaches the maximum attention at the GLOW 
as well as online. It had to be a storyline that takes the audience from the small trade fair 
space into the world of got2b, the line “bee” as well as the top influencer Dagi Bee. 

 
Goals 
As a regular live-experience for got2b, the GLOW presents a platform, where the brand is 
present for their consumers and where they let them take part in their yearly development 
and news. It is a scenery where brand and consumers meet and build memories together. 
Therefore, one goal was to draw the young, picky and experience oriented target group into 
the fascination of the brand, to convince them of the quality and lifestyle of the products, as 
well as to build a relationship that remains and renews itself during each future experience. 
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While it is a fun festival-like atmosphere, got2b had also the goal to have a successful market 
introduction for their co-created product line with Dagi Bee. The line was not only to be tested 
by thousands of GLOW visitors but also to be promoted through a meet & greet on the booth 
and a wide communication strategy online. Next to a high rate of public awareness, the brand 
wanted to convince the audience of the quality and the indispensability of the line. Therefore, 
not only a high reach rate but also the long-term sales success of the new product line was a 
major goal for the brand.  
 
A subordinated goal was therefore, to design a brand space that enables the contact between 
brand and consumer as well as that attracts influencers and visitors to take pictures and to 
shoot videos that are worth posting on social media. Thus, a brand experience that is the 
hotspot of the convention as well as a highlight on social media. A space where size does not 
matter.  
 
Discreet and old-fashioned trade fair communication is not the effective and promising way 
to reach these goals. Therefore, the question was, how can we disrupt the small trade fair 
appearance for got2b, so that we reach an immense and enjoyable target group activation 
with a huge impact on the public? 
 

Idea 

It can be disrupted with a festival hub that creates connection through the foundation of a 
magic atmosphere, a moving community, and electrifying acts. A live-communication scenery 
that emotionalizes and incorporates the crowd on a physical and psychical level to open their 
minds and to make them want to stay forever. A surrounding that impresses the visitor and 
the public to an extent where the borders of the small booth do not matter anymore.  
 
The main strategy was to create a brand space that was loud and colorful as the brand but 
also highlighted the characteristics of the new product line as well as the co-creation partner 
Dagi Bee. The atmosphere should show the fresh, loose character of the product line as well 
as the lifestyle of Dagi Bee. While different concepts could have worked to create such an 
atmosphere, we conceptualized a design that distinguished the stand as the hotspot for 
influencers and visitors and that managed to continue to live online.  
 
The Coachella music and arts festival is a scenery that combines all the factors that we wanted 
to highlight, a relaxed, open minded, very popular and instagrammable setting that attracts 
thousands of visitors and millions of online followers. It is the perfect stage for an influencer 
like Dagi Bee as well as a representation of her lifestyle. We therefore, established a got2b 
“festival hub” that integrates design elements of the mega festival as well as generates an 
atmosphere that moves the crowd, attracts the stars as well as integrates a fun factor into the 
brand presentation. A hotspot at the GLOW, where visitors and influencers step into the world 
of got2b feat. Dagi Bee and take a route through the lifestyle and qualities of the brand. A 
place where visitors merge with the brand, express themselves and create a bonding that 
makes them want to stay, have fun and share the experience.  
 

Execution  
Together with got2b, we created a feel-good atmosphere, which gloried the trendy design of 
the Coachella Music and Arts Festival as well as sparkled in the product design and color 
scheme, pink, purple, turquois and holographic. While entering the got2b festival hub, 
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through the butterfly and flower gates, the visitors felt the grass under their feet and the bass 
of the DJ Sounds under their skin. The glittery sea container, with the DJane as the pre-act, 
towered above the crowd, just like a stage on a festival. The stylish interior design 
complement this extraordinary interaction between brand and visitor. 
 
While using this influencing atmosphere multiple activations have been placed to accomplish 
a unique offline and online experience. This includes an interaction with the brand in the 
trend-styling area, where visitors were able to co-create their got2b style with professional 
hair stylists using the new Dagi Bee product line. Further, turquois and cloudy festival cotton 
candy has been handed out at a flower bouquet decorated retro-wheeler. With a trend, 
hairstyle and instagrammable sweets the participants of the got2b festival hub were able to 
create content with their own smartphone or the social media connected photo booth. We 
integrated a LED wall with moving festival pictures for the optimal surrounding and social 
media photo background. As the main act of the got2b festival hub, Dagi Bee was available for 
a meet and greet on both days. Herewith the face behind the co-created product line received 
personality and accessibility. After an adventurous and active brand experience, the 
participants were invited to relax and recap in the festival hub lounge. While inhaling the 
impressions and experiences, visitors were able to deepen the connection with the brand and 
the co-created product line.  
 

Marketing Channels 
While using Europe’s largest beauty convention for the launch of the product line, where 
20.000 visitors and top influencers were able to experience the lifestyle of the brand and the 
new products, got2b promoted the participation on online channels to reach the young target 
audience (14-24 years). The offline platform onsite had been extended to an online Instagram 
experience as well as a subsequent media campaign through the corporate website as well as 
other online platforms. As the main act of the got2b festival hub, Dagi Bee was available for a 
meet and greet on both days, her appearance was promoted on her Instagram channel as well 
as on the got2b and GLOW channels. During the event days, multiple postings of Dagi Bee, 
got2b and visitors reached millions of young social media users. Therefore, not only Dagi Bee 
has been a brand ambassador but also each participant, who has undertaken the got2b 
experience at the GLOW 2019 in Stuttgart. 
 

Success and Results 
With the storytelling design and the brand activations, the brand qualities and lifestyle were 
highlighted uniquely and convinced thousands of GLOW visitors and social media followers of 
the brand and the co-created product line. The brand got2b is a stylish, young and colorful 
brand that has been reflected perfectly in the exciting brand space. While the guests were 
able to experience a thrilling and fun festival atmosphere, got2b and its brand values were 
present in every detail. The got2b “festival hub” was not only a major hotspot of the GLOW 
2019 in Stuttgart but also maintained to live on social media. It was an experience that created 
or maintained a bonding between brand and consumer as well as highly promoted the lifestyle 
brand as well as the new product line. The small trade fair space was used perfectly and was 
present all over the convention as well as the news online.: 
· 90% of the 20.000 GLOW visitors experienced the got2b festival hub · 200 top influencers on 
the booth · Average stay of 30 minutes per guest · 7 million social media users followed the 
launch of the brand · 10.000 got2b livestream views · Tripled reach rate of social media 
community · Huge success in relation to sales figures and brand image 


